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Who are we?
Following its creation in January 2005, the Barry Foundation took over the breeding kennel from the
Great Saint Bernard Pass Hospice (Holy Order of the Great Saint Bernard Monastery) together with the
kennel’s famous Saint Bernard dogs. Since April 2005, our foundation has been the owner of the 300-
year-old breeding kennel, making us the oldest and most important Saint Bernard kennel in the world.
The Barry foundation currently owns 32 female and 4 male. In accordance with the tradition of Saint
Bernard breeding at Great Saint Bernard, we mainly breed short-haired dogs. Only 9 of the Saint
Bernards in our possession are long-haired.
An average of 20 pedigree puppies are born in our breeding kennel each year. A team consisting of a vet,
a breed specialist and 10 keepers is responsible for ensuring the dogs’ comfort and optimal development
as well as providing professional training.
The Barry Foundation is a member of the Swiss Saint Bernard Club and is a recognised non-profit
making association.

Our mission
• Ensure the survival of the famous, legendary Saint Bernard dog breed by providing a breeding
• kennel founded on ethical and scientific knowledge
• Preserve the typical hospice dog
• Keep our dogs in their place of origin on the Great Saint Bernard Pass
• Gain recognition as a reference on breeding issues in Switzerland and worldwide
• Make the public aware of the fact that the Saint Bernards from the hospice are both a Swiss cultural asset 

and a symbol of the friendship between man and dog.

Our main tasks
• Keep up the tradition of breeding extremely healthy dogs from the Saint Bernard breed
• Promote the dogs’ well-being
• Maintain and increase sympathy for the Saint Bernard breed
• Draw the public’s attention (adults and children) to the fact that a Saint Bernard is a unique companion 

who is always there for you without making any judgements
• Build up and maintain a trusting relationship between man and dog

The Barry Foundation – A resume



Breeding quality guidelines
Our aim: We want to breed Saint Bernards in the spirit of the original breed. We place special emphasis
on robust health, longevity, sociability and the placid, harmonious personality of this type of dog.

Breeding conditions:
• Availability of sufficient surface area
• Splitting the dogs up and duration of the care given at the kennel
• Taking into consideration the development period of the puppies
• Genetic quality of the dogs: eliminating genetic predispositions
• Specific measures to further increase health and longevity
• Specific measures to further improve constitution and behaviour
• Transparency regarding breeding style
• Looking after puppy purchasers
• Post-breeding enquiries (owner satisfaction, dogs’ health and behaviour)

Training and looking after our dogs:
• High quality staff always on hand: greater socialisation and supervision of our dogs, more time spent with the 

dogs

Many activities for our Saint Bernards:
• Walks: the dogs are taken on walks in the countryside every day
• Social and visiting dogs: the dogs visit homes for the elderly or the handicapped as well as nursing homes.
• Hikes: on the Great Saint Bernard pass and in Martigny in the summer, in Champex-Lac in winter
• Dog-cart pulling: all year long at organised events
• Avalanche dogs: at least one dog will be trained to rescue people as soon as possible
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President:
Jean-Maurice Tornay, prefect of Entremont

Vice-President:
Corrado Jordan, representative of the Community of the Mountain of the Gran-Combin
and president of the Municipality of St. Rhemy (Aosta Valley)

Board members:
• Christine Cerletti, founding patron and representative of donators and sponsors
• Ruth Thomann, representative breeding committee
• Dr. Roland P. Bühlmann, businessman
• Eric Cachart, hotelier in Verbier
• Marc-Henri Favre, president of the Municipality of Martigny
• Roger Mège, representative of the Municipality of Martigny
• Jean-Henry Papilloud, former director of Médiathèque Valais
• Massimo Tamone, representative of the Association Pro Grand Saint Bernard
• Rudolf Thomann, founder and director of Fondation Barry
• Gilbert Tornare, representative of the Municipality of Bourg-St-Pierre

Foundation Board



The Barryland – Musée et Chiens du Saint Bernard in Martigny is a meeting place that brings together
people and the Saint Bernards from the Great Saint Bernard pass.

The lively museum located in a former armoury next to the Roman amphitheatre presents a range of
works of art and objects that have marked the history of the hospice and the Great Saint Bernard pass.
This heritage is brought to life by a modern, interactive exhibition that immortalises the universal
symbolism of Saint Bernards. Countless legends have grown up about the dogs from the Great Saint
Bernard pass since the 19th century. Various exhibits in the museum record their portrayal in literature,
art and advertising for example.

The famous hospice dogs represent the main attraction. The ground floor consists of the kennels, boxes
and an area for looking after the dogs. The boxes lead out to the outdoor enclosure where the Saint
Bernards can romp around freely while visitors look on. Dog enthusiasts of all ages can stroke the Saint
Bernards and watch as they frolic around in the park grounds. The famous hospice dogs can be found
at the museum every day.

To round off their trip to the museum, visitors can enjoy refreshments or recharge their batteries at the
«Le Collier d’Or» restaurant.

The Saint Bernard museum is the second most popular place of interest in Martigny, attracting around
70’000 people each year. The museum also offers premises for private and corporate events.

The «Musée et Chiens du Saint Bernard» was founded in 2006 by the Bernard and Caroline de
Watteville Foundation. Thanks to an agreement with the Barry Foundation, living Saint Bernards have
always been part of the exhibition, sometimes joined by puppies. In 2014, following on from this longstan-
ding partnership, the Bernard and Caroline de Watteville Foundation and the Barry Foundation decided to 
merge their activities to place more emphasis on the presence of the Saint Bernard dogs. The Barry Founda-
tion took over the management of the Barryland – Musée et Chiens du Saint Bernard museum in mid-2014. 
The museum is open daily from 10 a.m. until 6 p.m. (except on 24 and 25.12, closed throughout the day).

Barryland
Rue du Levant 34
1920 Martigny (Suisse)
Tél. : +41 (0)27 720 53 53
info@barryland.ch

Barryland – Musée et Chiens du Saint Bernard
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Origin
In the 11th century, monks founded a hospice as a refuge for travellers and pilgrims on the 2469 metrehigh
Great Saint Bernard Pass. Large mountain dogs have been kept at the hospice since the mid 17th century to 
guard and protect those staying there. The first photographic evidence of the presence of mountain dogs dates 
back to 1695, and the first written document is a hospice memo from the year 1707. The dogs were rapid-
ly adopted as companion dogs and above all as rescue dogs for travellers who lost their way in the snow and 
mist. The dogs from the Great Saint Bernard Pass saved the lives of a great number of people, averting many 
deaths in the snow. The reputation of the Saint Bernards (then called «Barry dogs») grew throughout Europe 
in the 19th century thanks to chronicles published in many languages and to reports passed on by word of 
mouth by the soldiers who had crossed the pass with Napoleon Bonaparte in 1800. The legendary Barry beca-
me the archetype of the rescue dog.

The direct ancestors of the Saint Bernards were the large farm dogs found widely across the area. In the
space of a few generations, these dogs were bred according to specifically defined ideal criteria to make
them into the breed that exists today. In 1867, Heinrich Schumacher from Holligen near Bern became the
first person to present documents showing the ancestry of his dogs.

In February 1884, the Swiss dog register was started. The first ever entry was a Saint Bernard called
Léon, and the 28 additional entries were all also Saint Bernards. On 15th March 1884, the Swiss Saint
Bernard Club was founded in Basel. On the occasion of an international cynology congress on 2nd June
1887, the Saint Bernard was officially recognised as a Swiss dog breed and compulsory standards set for
the breed. The Saint Bernard has been regarded as Switzerland’s national dog ever since.

The story of the legendary Barry
Barry lived at the Hospice from 1800 until 1812 and was without doubt the most famous of all the dogs who 
ever provided rescue services on the Great St. Bernard pass. He alone saved the lives of more than 40 people. 
Barry’s legendary feats earned him world fame, greatly contributing to the St. Bernard’s good reputation. At 
the breeding kennels, the most beautiful puppy in a litter is traditionally named Barry in his memory. In 
1812, when Barry was old and tired, the hospice’s prior sent him to Bern, where he was well taken care of up 
until his death in 1814. In 1815, his stuffed body was put on display at the natural history museum in Bern 
(restored in 1923). 

The Saint Bernard



Name: Saint Bernard

Country of origin: Switzerland

Classification: FCI group 2, standard no. 61

Occurrence: Approximately 600 animals in Switzerland, not a very common breed, average number of

puppy entries per year: 100.

Appearance:

• Instep height: Dogs at least 70 cm, bitches at least 65 cm

• Weight: Dogs 75 to 85 kg, bitches 50 to 70 kg

• Coat: Long and shorthaired.

• Colour: Primary colour white, with reddish brown plate-like splashes of varying size (splash coat) or even 
a constant reddish brown upper coat on the back and flanks (mantle coat). Short-hair variety: Upper coat 
thick, smooth, close-fitting and dense with lots of ground fur. Long-hair variety: Mid-long, straight upper 
coat with lots of ground fur. Regular grooming is essential.

Life expectancy: an average of 8 years

Personality: Generally friendly, temperament ranging from quiet to lively, alert, slightly independent.

Exercise: An hour-long walk each day as well as freedom to move about in and around the house.

Training: The Saint Bernard is primarily a family pet but can be suited to sport and dog-cart pulling

depending on its build.

Type of owner: A Saint Bernard needs contact with a family. Its owner must have plenty of time to

devote to the dog.

Observations: The Saint Bernard has been the Swiss national dog since 1884.

The Saint Bernard breed today



The Saint Bernards from the Barry Foundation not only enjoy their twice daily walks, but also benefit from a 
varied, well-balanced activity schedule. The hospice dogs are trained and occupied in the following areas:

Pulling dog
The Saint Bernard is a typical pulling dog. It is ideally suited to pulling loads on account of its size and strength. 
The dogs from the Barry Foundation pull carts in the summer and sledges in the winter. They are usually harnes-
sed on their own or in teams of two. The dogs also practise passing obstacles whilst pulling the dog carts. We set 
up special agility courses for them to negotiate.

Social and visiting dog
The Barry Foundation offers a wide range of animal-assisted interactions in social areas with its dogs. Our vi-
siting dogs love contact with people, have a high tolerance threshold and are trained as a «Therapy dog team» 
together with their reference person. Saint Bernard bitch Salsa and dog keeper Cécile were the first to successfully 
complete the training to become a therapy dog team in 2007. Since then, several therapy teams have been visit-
ing homes for the elderly and social institutions. The half-hour long visits take place once or twice per month.

Prevention dog
The Barry Foundation is taking part of the Valais canton’s campaign for the prevention of dog biting by visiting 
schools and nurseries to teach children how to behave towards dogs.

Avalanche dog
Easy (4.5 years old), a female Saint Bernard dog, has undergone basic training as an avalanche dog. This type of 
training is a useful occupation for an athletic Saint Bernard dog and helps us to keep up a very old tradition

Target search
Searching for a target is very hard work for dogs because it requires total concentration. When taking part in a 
target search, the Saint Bernards have to use their sense of smell to detect an object that has been hidden before-
hand. If the dog manages to find the object, it designates the item by lying down next to it.

Tricks
The Saint Bernards need to pay close attention and utilise their full mental capacities when learning to perform 
little tricks. Training the dogs to perform tricks is great fun for both dogs and dog keepers alike.

Intelligent dog toys
We often work with intelligent dog toys to encourage our dogs to use their mental abilities. The principle is 
always the same. A small item of food is hidden inside the toy. The Saint Bernard can only reach it by moving 
certain parts of the toy (either by pushing, pressing, turning or pulling). There are all kinds of different toys, 
ranging from simple to complex play facilities.

Saint Bernards Occupation



Name Sexe Né/e  Coat
 
Alba Alpine Dream Female 07.06.2015  Longhaired  
Bounty du Grand St. Bernard Female 02.03.2011 Shorthaired
Cheyenne du Grand St. Bernard Female 13.07.2011 Shorthaired
Djanga au Moulin de Tallans Female 25.05.2015 Longhaired
Easy du Grand St. Bernard Female 18.12.2011  Shorthaired  
Gipsy du Grand St. Bernard Female 04.10.2012 Longhaired
Halix au Moulin de Tallans Female 12.03.2012 Longhaired
Helvi au Moulin de Tallans Female 05.06.2018 Shorthaired
Hesta du Grand St. Bernard Female 08.01.2013  Longhaired 
Hoxane du Grand St. Bernard Female 08.01.2013 Shorthaired
Jill du Grand St. Bernard Female 13.11.2006  Shorthaired  
Joy du Grand St. Bernard Female 09.06.2013 Shorthaired
Kashmir du Grand St. Bernard Male 07.03.2014 Longhaired
Kia du Grand St. Bernard Female 07.03.2014 Shorthaired
Kitty du Grand St. Bernard Female 07.03.2014 Shorthaired  
Magnum du Grand St. Bernard Male 11.12.2014 Shorthaired
Minus du Grand St. Bernard Female 11.12.2014 Shorthaired
Nevada du Grand St. Bernard Female 27.05.2015  Shorthaired
Opaline du Grand St. Bernard Female 15.12.2015 Shorthaired
Patsch du Grand St. Bernard Female 25.12.2015 Shorthaired
Rangoon du Grand St. Bernard Female 18.08.2016 Shorthaired
Replay van de Burggravehoeve  Female 22.04.2018 Longhaired
Roxy van de Burggravehoeve  Female 22.04.2018 Shorthaired
Syrah du Grand St. Bernard Female 22.03.2017 Shorthaired
Taline du Grand St. Bernard Female 25.03.2017 Shorthaired
Thalia du Grand St. Bernard Female 20.05.2009  Shorthaired
Thymie du Grand St. Bernard Female 25.03.2017 Shorthaired 
Tosca du Grand St. Bernard Female 25.03.2017 Shorthaired
Vénus du Grand St. Bernard Female 07.09.2017 Shorthaired
V’Barry du Grand St. Bernard Male 07.09.2017 Shorthaired
Waiana du Grand St.Bernard Female 21.12.2017 Longhaired
Wenda du Grand St. Bernard Female 29.11.2009 Shorthaired
Xandy du Grand St. Bernard Female 28.04.2010  Shorthaired
Xénia du Grand St.Bernard Female 09.05.2018 Longhaired  
Zaskia du Grand St. Bernard Female 19.12.2010  Shorthaired 
Zoltan du Grand St. Bernard Male 19.12.2010 Shorthaired

List of dogs owned by the breeding kennel of the Great St Bernard
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Copyright is to be specified as follows when publishing these pictures: © Fondation Barry.
A wide selection of high resolution photos can be found in the “Media area” of our website.
www.fondation-barry.ch/EN/mediacorner

A selection of Barry Foundation photographs
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